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Everyone loves Harry Potter. Now kids can learn about Harry's creator! In 1995, on a

four-hour-delayed train from Manchester to London, J. K. Rowling conceived of the idea of a boy

wizard named Harry Potter. Upon arriving in London, she began immediately writing the first book in

the saga. Rowling's true-life, rags-to-riches story is as compelling as the world of Hogwarts that she

created. This biography details not only Rowling's life and her love of literature but the story behind

the creation of a modern classic.From the Trade Paperback edition.
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I got this book for my daughter for Easter but I was the one who couldn't put it down! As somebody

who wants to be an author, I find her story very inspirational. The book was well written and had lots

of extras to explain concepts more in depth. A lot of the book was about Harry Potter and how she

created the Harry Potter world. Very good, great for kids but good for adults too!



These are great books. All of the Who Was books are excellent for young readers. My daughter

gets very excited when she can teach us a little something about history and she seems to truly find

things interesting. I think this is a great read for grades 3 and 4

My daughter chose this book as one of her eligible books for the summer reading assignment. She

liked it, so I like it!

This book was purchased for a 6th grader's assignment. She was seeking information about this

author. Disappointed, she used the book but it lacked enough content. For example, the author

provides basic facts about J.K. Rowling but does not elaborate with interesting follow-up

information. The book could very well have been written in bullet-point style. The 6th grader gleaned

little information from this book; rather, she needed to turn more to the internet to fill in gaps that

could have been provided by this author.

I am happy with my purchase

I read this book after my son, because I was impressed with the extra information that was

presented in which he was telling me. It kept him interested all the way through. We will download

more Who Is...

Good short read! I enjoyed it!

My students are in a 5th and 6th grade gifted class and all really enjoy the entire series of "Who

Was?" "Who Is?" and "What Was?" books for their AR (Accelerated Reader) goals. These series

are all classified as nonfiction, with book level from 4.5-6.0 and they are worth 1 point.
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